
Appendix A
Glossary
Amenity Zone
Area nearest the curb where trees, bike parking, benches and trash/ 
recycling receptacles (where applicable), lighting, and signage is 
installed.

Arbor
A garden structure typically used to support climbing plants or vines.

Bicycle Boulevard
Streets with low motorized traffic volumes and speeds, designated 
and designed to give bicycle travel priority through the use of signs, 
pavement markings, and speed and volume management measures.

Buffer Strip
Area adjacent to curb to be used for planting areas or decorative 
paving. Also known as a tree lawn.

Building Zone
Area adjacent to the building between the stoop or porch and the 
building used for seating, outdoor furnishings, or landscaping.

Bump-out
A visual and physical narrowing of the roadway where the sidewalk 
is extended to shorten the crossing width for pedestrians. Also 
known as curb extension or bulb-out.

Caliper
The diameter of a tree trunk as measured six inches above the root 
collar, which is at the base of the tree where the tree’s roots join the 
trunk.

Carriage Walk
Private walkways that connect the public sidewalk and the street 
curb.

CFA

Consolidated Funding Application

CMAQ

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement program

Counter Flow Bicycle Lane
A bicycle lane designed to allow bicyclists to ride in the opposite 
direction of motor vehicle traffic. This type of bike lane converts 
a one-way traffic street into one direction for motor vehicles and 
bikes, and the other for bikes only in the opposite direction.
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DEC

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

DBH

Diameter at breast height is a standard method for measuring the 
diameter of the trunk of a tree.

Filter Strip

An area with vegetation that removes contaminants.

Genera

Plural of genus. A biology term for the taxonomic groups into which 
a family is divided and which contains one or more species.

Green Infrastructure

The multifunctional, interconnected network of open space 
and natural features such as greenways, wetlands, parks, forest 
preserves, and areas of native plant vegetation, that naturally 
manages stormwater, reduces flooding risk, and improves water 
quality.

Hanging Basket
An open container with live plants and flowers typically hung from a 
light fixture or other pole or structure.

HSIP

Highway Safety Improvement Program

Landscaping
Open areas of the private or public realm which are composed 
primarily of living vegetation.

Pedestrian Zone

Sidewalk area for pedestrian travel. A “clear” space meeting ADA 
standards and where two people or more can walk side-by-side.

Pergola
A garden feature that creates a shaded walkway or sitting area with 
vertical posts or pillars with cross beams and an open lattice which 
often has climbing plants or vines growing on it.

Permeable/Porous Paving
A paving material that allows the infiltration of surface water into the 
soil.

Planter

A container where plants or flowers are grown.

Rain Barrel

A storage tank designed to catch runoff typically from a roof.

Rain Garden

A garden designed to collect stormwater runoff from impervious 
surfaces such as roofs, walkways, and parking lots, allowing water to 
infiltrate the ground. Also known as a bioretention area.

Raised Bed

A planting area that has been raised above the surface of the ground 
and framed with timbers or stones.

REDC

Regional Economic Development Council

ROW

Right-of-way

SHPO

New York State Historic Preservation Office
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Sidewalk

The paved section of the public frontage dedicated exclusively to 
pedestrian activity.

Spp.
Abbreviation for several species.

Streetscape
The appearance of a street and the relationship of buildings to the 
street and pedestrian amenities (including sidewalks, street trees, 
landscaping, lighting, signage, bicycle racks, and street furniture).

Street Typology
A classification of street types according to its design and context.

Stormwater Planter
A specialized planter installed in the sidewalk area that is designed 
to manage street and sidewalk stormwater runoff.

TAP

Transportation Alternatives Program

Traffic Calming
Mainly physical measures that alter driver behavior and improve 
conditions for non-motorized users.

Trellis
A framework of wooden or metal bars to support climbing plants.

Vegetated Swale
Broad, shallow channels designed to convey and infiltrate 
stormwater runoff that are planted with trees, shrubs, and/or 
grasses.

Wayfinding
A systematic approach that guides people through a neighborhood 
or city to their destination using signs, maps, banners or other 
methods.

Window Box
A long, narrow box in which flowers and other plants are grown and 
placed on an outside window sill.

Window Sill
A ledge forming the bottom part of a window.
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Left: Hedge maple Middle: Paperbark maple Right: Serviceberry

Left: American hornbeam Right: Eastern redbud

Recommended Stockade Street Tree List
Small Trees: 15 to 30 Feet in Height at Maturity

Scientific 
Name

Common 
Name

Cultivar Description

Acer 
campestre²

Hedge 
maple 

Queen 
Elizabeth™

The shape is a dense round crown, 
with a spread of 25 to 35 ft. Queen 
Elizabeth™ has a faster growth rate 
than other cultivars of this species. 
Leaves turn yellow in the fall. 
Prefers full sun to partial shade. $

Acer 
griseum 

Paperbark 
maple

Canopy is rounded to oval with a 
spread of 20 to 25 ft.  Noted for 
its cinnamon to reddish brown 
exfoliating bark. Leaves turn red in 
the fall. Prefers full sun to partial 
shade. $$ -$$$ 

Amelanchier 
spp.¹² 

Serviceberry
(Numerous 
exist)

Grown as a small tree or large 
shrub, with a rounded shape. 
Spread of this tree is variable, but 
typically 15-25 ft.  In the spring 
white flowers appear before the 
leaves. Produces fruit that tastes 
similar to highbush blueberry. 
Leaves change to orange or yellow 
hues in the fall. Prefers full sun to 
part shade. $-$$

Carpinus 
caroliniana¹ 

American 
hornbeam

Has a spreading round form with a 
canopy width of 20 - 30 ft. Foliage 
in the fall turns to yellow, orange, 
and red. Prefers part shade to full 
sun. $

Cercis 
canadensis¹²

Eastern 
redbud

‘Forest 
Pansy’

Forest Pansy has foliage that starts 
off reddish purple and fades to 
green in the spring. Before leaf 
development, the tree is covered 
with rosy pink flowers. In the fall 
leaves turn a pale yellow. Has 
a canopy spread of 25 – 35 ft. 
Prefers full sun to partial shade.  
$$

Appendix B
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Small Trees: 15 to 30 Feet in Height at Maturity

Scientific 
Name

Common 
Name

Cultivar Description

Cornus kousa Kousa 
dogwood

(Numerous 
exist)

Starts off vase shaped, and 
becomes more rounded with 
age. Has a canopy spread of 
15 to 30 ft.  Produces white 
flowers in the spring. Bark is 
multi-colored with gray, tan, and 
brown. Prefers full sun to partial 
shade. $-$$

Crataegus 
viridis¹²

Green 
Hawthorn

‘Winter King’  At maturity 20- 35 tall. With a 
similar range for canopy spread. 
A good tree for seasons as it 
has pretty white flowers in the 
spring, purplish leaves in the 
fall, and red berries that develop 
in September, that will hold on 
into the winter. ‘Winter King’ 
is more disease resistant than 
other hawthorn species, and 
tends to have a lesser amount 
of thorns (typically 1.5”). $

Halesia 
tetraptera²

Carolina 
silverbell

‘Arnold Pink’ ‘Arnold Pink’ has very light 
pink, bell shaped flowers in the 
spring. Broad rounded crown 
with a spread of 20 to 35 ft. 
Leaves turn yellow in the fall. 
Prefers full sun to part shade. 
$$-$$$

Malus spp¹ Flowering 
crabapple

(Disease 
resistant 
only)

Rounded spreading tree with 
a spread of 15-25 ft. Produces 
flowers in the spring, followed 
by crabapples (fruit).  Prefers full 
sun to partial shade. $

Styrax 
japonicas

Japanese 
snowbell

‘Emerald 
Pagoda’

Upright oval form with a spread 
of 20 - 30 ft. Produces white 
bell shaped flowers. Great as a 
border shrub. Prefers full sun to 
part shade. $$

Syringa 
reticulata¹²

Japanese tree 
lilac

‘Ivory Silk’ ‘Ivory silk’ has an oval to 
rounded crown with a spread 
of 15 to 25 ft. Produces white 
flowers in the spring. Has 
insufficient fall color. Prefers full 
sun. $$

Acer 
saccharum¹

Dwarf sugar 
maple

‘Sugarcone’ Good for planting areas with 
limited space. Height is 20-30’, 
with a canopy spread of 10-15’. 
$       

Top & Bottom Left: Kousa dogwood  Top Middle: Green hawthorn
Bottom Middle: Carolina silverbell Right: Flowering crabapple

Left: Japanese snowbell  Middle: Japanese tree lilac Right: Dwarf sugar maple
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Medium Trees: 31 to 45 Feet in Height at Maturity

Scientific 
Name

Common Name Cultivar Description

Aesculus × 
carnea

Red 
horsechestnut

The leaves of this tree are 
composed of five to seven 
leaflets. In May rose-red 
flowers cover the tree. The 
form of this tree is rounded, 
and can grow to 40 ft. wide. 
Has a spread of 20 - 35 ft. 
Prefers full sun to partial 
shade. *Selective planting, as 
tree contains nuts. $$

Cladrastis 
kentukea

American 
yellowwood

‘Rosea’ ‘Rosea’ produces pink flowers 
instead of white in the spring, 
and has smooth bark. In the 
fall the leaves turn yellow. 
Has a rounded crown with a 
spread of 40 - 55 ft. Prefers 
full sun. $$

Eucommia 
ulmoides

Hardy rubber 
tree

Rounded crown when mature 
with a canopy spread of 40 to 
60 ft. The green leaves do not 
color in the fall. Prefers full 
sun to partial shade. $

Koelreuteria 
paniculata

Goldenraintree Has an irregular shape when 
young, becoming more round 
with age, and a canopy spread 
of 30 to 40 ft. Produces 
yellow flowers in the spring, 
and golden yellow leaves in 
the fall. Prefers full sun. $ -$$

Ostrya 
virginiana¹

American 
hophornbeam

Shape becomes more 
rounded with maturity, and 
a canopy spread of 20 to 40 
ft. Has very hard and dense 
wood. Prefers full sun to part 
shade. $

Parrotia 
persica¹

Persian parrotia ‘Vanessa’ Bark exfoliates showing 
cream, green, gray, and 
brown. In the fall the foliage 
turns to colors of red, yellow, 
and orange. Has a canopy 
spread of 15 to 30 ft when 
mature. Prefers full sun. $$

Left: Red horsechestnut Middle: American yellowwood Right: Hardy rubber tree

Left: Goldenraintree Middle: American hophornbeam Top & Bottom Right: Persian 
parrotia
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Left: Amur choketree - Courtesy of John Ruter, University of Georgia, Bugwood.org 
Right: Sargent cherry

Left: Sawtooth oak Right: Korean mountainash

Medium Trees: 31 to 45 Feet in Height at Maturity

Scientific 
Name

Common 
Name

Cultivar Description

Prunus 
maackii

Amur 
choketree

‘Amber 
Beauty’

Shiny cinnamon brown bark, with 
a rounded canopy at maturity 
(about 25 – 35 ft.). Has small white 
flowers in the spring. Prefers full 
sun to partial shade. $-$$

Prunus 
sargentii¹

Sargent 
cherry

Has pink flowers that open in the 
spring and shiny reddish brown 
bark. The leaves turn to a purplish- 
red in the fall. Once mature the 
shape becomes rounded with 
a canopy spread of 20 to 30 ft. 
Prefers full sun to partial shade. 
$-$$

Quercus 
acutissima

Sawtooth 
oak

Rounded canopy when mature, 
with a spread of 40 to 60 ft. 
Leaves turn yellow to brown in the 
fall. Prefers full sun. $

Sorbus 
alnifolia¹

Korean 
mountainash

Has a spread of 20 - 25 ft. Can 
be intolerant of urban pollution. 
However, have been successfully 
grown in urban environments. 
Better pest resistance and form 
than other mountain-ashes. 
Prefers full sun. $$

¹  City of Schenectady Tree List

²   ReTree Schenectady Recommended Tree Species     

$ - under $250     $$ - $250 - $350    $$$ - above $350

*Pricing are general estimates and are subject to change based on availability, nursery location, balled and 
burlapped (B & B) vs bareroot, and other variables. Pricing categories are based on B & B trees.
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Left: Red Maple Middle: Katsuratree Right: Ginkgo

Left: Dawn Redwood Right: Black tupelo

Large Trees: Greater Than 45 
Feet in Height at Maturity

Scientific Name Common 
Name

Cultivar Description

Acer rubrum¹ Red Maple Red 
Sunset®

This tree grows at medium to fast 
rate with good branch structure. 
The shape of the tree is rounded 
and can have a canopy spread of 
35-40 ft. at maturity.  Full sun to
partial sun is preferable for this
tree. $

Cercidiphyllum 
japonicum¹²

Katsuratree ‘Aureum’ The katsuratree is variable in spread 
and can grow 40-60 ft. wide. Has a 
spread of 20 - 30 ft. It is grown for 
its beautiful shape and attractive 
foliage. In the fall the leaves turn 
yellow. Prefers full sun to partial 
shade. $$

Ginkgo biloba¹² Ginkgo (Choose 
male 
trees 
only)

The ginkgo has green leaves that 
turn bright yellow in the fall. The 
leaves will typically all fall off on the 
same day. Avoid female trees due 
to their smelly fruit. The tree has 
a variable spread (25-30 ft.) and is 
pyramidal in shape, becoming more 
spreading with age.  Prefers full sun 
to partial shade. $$

Metasequoia 
glyptostroboides²

Dawn 
redwood

‘Emerald 
Feathers’

The shape of this tree is pyramidal 
and fast growing. Deciduous 
conifer, with its needles turning 
orange-brown to reddish brown. 
Has a spread of about 25 ft.  Prefers 
full sun. $$

Nyssa sylvatica² Black 
tupelo

Has beautiful leaves in the fall. 
Colors range from yellow, orange, 
and red. Has a pyramidal rounded 
form, with a spread of 20 to 30 ft. 
(this is often variable).  Prefers full 
sun to partial shade. $ - $$
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Left: London planetree Right: Regal Prince oak 

Left: Littleleaf linden Middle: Crimean linden (source: stock.adobe.com)

Right: Chinese elm

Large Trees: Greater Than 45 Feet in Height at Maturity

Scientific 
Name

Common 
Name

Cultivar Description

Platanus × 
acerifolia²

London 
planetree

‘Yarwood’ Good street tree, with strong limbs, 
but requires a large growth space (8 
ft at least). Known for its beautiful 
peeling bark that is more olive in color 
than the American Sycamore. Has a 
spreading rounded crown, 65 to 80 ft. 
wide (typically not as large of a spread 
in urban environments due to pruning/
maintenance). Prefers full sun. $-$$

Quercus x 
warei

Regal 
Prince oak

Good tree for tight spaces, with a 
spread typically up to 20 ft. wide. 
Adapts well to various soil conditions. 
Prefers full sun. Cross between the 
fastigiate form of English oak and 
swamp white oak. $

Tilia 
cordata¹²

Littleleaf 
linden

‘Greenspire’ ‘Greenspire’ is a popular cultivar due 
to its central leader and uniform 
branching. Hence its name, littleleaf 
linden, the leaves on this tree are 
smaller than the rest of the lindens. 
Grows 30-45 ft. wide with a spread of 
35 - 40 ft. Leaves turn yellow in the fall. 
Prefers full sun to part shade. $-$$

Tilia × 
euchlora¹²

Crimean 
linden

Form is rounded pyramidal with a 
canopy spread of 20- 30 ft. Fall color is 
pale green to pale yellow. Prefers full 
sun to part shade. $-$$

Ulmus 
parvifolia

Chinese 
elm

Allée® Allée®   is upright and spreading in 
shape with a spread up to 60ft wide 
(typically 20-40ft). Noted for its 
exfoliating bark of gray to orange-
brown. Proven to be highly resistant 
to Dutch elm disease. Leaves may 
turn yellow to burgundy red in the fall. 
Prefers full sun. $$

¹  City of Schenectady Tree List

²   ReTree Schenectady Recommended Tree Species     

$ - under $250     $$ - $250 - $350    $$$ - above $350

*Pricing are general estimates and are subject to change based on availability, nursery location, balled and 
burlapped (B & B) vs bareroot, and other variables. Pricing categories are based on B & B trees.
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Street Tree Summary
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Stockade District Tree Inventory 
Summary Report
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Terms of License Agreement

Planning4Places, Ingalls Planning & Design, Davey Resource Group and the Schenectady Stockade 
Association (Licensees) have approval for use of tree inventory data compiled within the Stockade 
Neighborhood of the City of Schenectady by Davey Resource Group in 2018. This data collection was funded 
by the NYS DEC Urban Forestry Grants Program.

This license permits the above mentioned Licensees the right to utilize and reproduce information and data from 
the data set for use in, and for development of, the Comprehensive Streetscape Plan. The information is only to 
be used for the Streetscape Plan and this license is provided for use on said plan only. 

The license agreement shall remain in effect until completion of Licensees’ contracted work. 

Notice of Disclaimer

Inventory data provided by Davey Resource Group, Inc. “DRG” are based on visual recording at the time of 
inspection. Visual records do not include individual testing or analysis and do not include aerial or subterranean 
inspection. DRG is not responsible for the discovery or identification of hidden or otherwise non-observable 
hazards. Records may not remain accurate after inspection due to the variable deterioration of inventoried 
material. DRG provides no warranty with respect to the fitness of the urban forest for any use or purpose 
whatsoever. Clients may choose to accept or disregard DRG’s recommendations, or to seek additional advice. 
Important: know and understand that visual inspection is confined to the designated subject tree(s) and that the 
inspections for this project are performed in the interest of facts of the tree(s) without prejudice to or for any 
other service or any interested party.
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Executive Summary
In 2018 the City of Schenectady commissioned an inventory and assessment of the trees, stumps, and 
planting sites located in the street rights-of-way (ROW). DRG collected and analyzed the inventory data 
to understand species composition and tree condition and to generate maintenance recommendations. This 
summary report is specific for the Stockade District Street Plan, and does not include the other areas 
inventoried in Schenectady.

Species Diversity
Throughout the Stockade’s ROW, 383 sites were inventoried, including 355 trees, 9 stumps, and 19
proposed planting sites. Figure 1 shows the composition of the most populous species compared to all 
inventoried species. The composition of a tree population should follow the 
10-20-30 Rule for species diversity: a single species should represent no more than 10% of the urban forest,
a single genus no more than 20%, and a single family no more than 30%.

Currently the Stockade District has one species, Norway maple (comprising 19% of the inventoried 
population), that surpasses the 10% rule for an individual species. Cherry/Plum spp. is made up several 
species and is therefore excluded from this rule. Red maple is at the 10% threshold. 

Figure 1. Tree species composition in the Stockade District of Schenectady, NY
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Figure 2 represents the top five most common genera identified in the Stockade District in comparison to the 
20% Rule. The top five genera are maple, cherry, linden, pear, and honeylocust.

One genera, Acer (maple), exceeds the recommended 20% threshold. Maples make up 35% of the street 
ROW tree population in the Stockade District. What comprises a majority of the maple population is 
Norway, an invasive species. 

Figure 2. Top five genera in the Stockade District of Schenectady NY, in relation to the 20% Rule.

Diameter Size Class Distribution
Analyzing the diameter size class distribution (measured as diameter at breast height [DBH]) provides an 
estimate of the relative age of a tree population and insight into maintenance practices and needs.

The inventoried trees were categorized into the following diameter size classes: young trees (0–8 inches 
DBH), established (9–17 inches DBH), maturing (18–24 inches DBH), and mature trees (>24 inches 
DBH). These categories were chosen so that the population could be analyzed following Richards’ ideal 
distribution (1983). Richards proposed an ideal diameter size class distribution for street trees based on 
observations of well-adapted trees in Syracuse, New York. Richards’ ideal distribution suggests that the 
largest fraction of trees (approximately 40% of the population) should be young (<8 inches DBH) with a 
smaller fraction (approximately 10%) in the large-diameter size class (>24 inches DBH). A tree population 
with the ideal distribution would have an abundance of newly planted and young trees, with established, 
maturing, and mature trees present in lower numbers.
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Figure 3 compares the Stockade’s inventoried street ROW tree diameter size class distribution to the ideal 
proposed by Richards (1983). The Stockade’s distribution trends toward the ideal; however, as the urban 
forest ages, the number of mature trees will rise above the ideal number. Therefore, it is important to 
continually plant new trees each year. 

Condition
Several factors were considered for the condition of each tree, including root characteristics; branch 
structure; trunk, canopy, and foliage condition; as well as the presence of pests. The condition of each 
inventoried tree was rated Good, Fair, Poor, or Dead. 

Most of the inventoried ROW trees were recorded to be in Fair condition, 77% (Figure 4). Based on these 
data, the general health of the overall inventoried tree population is rated Fair. In an urban settings it is  
often difficult to grow trees that are in Good condition when they were originally not placed in the right 
location (growing space too small, tree growing into the powerlines and aggressively pruned, etc.). 
Therefore, it is important to place the “right tree in the right place”, which helps insure better growing 
conditions that can influence the health of a tree.
Recommendations

Dead trees should be removed because of their failed health.

Younger trees rated in Fair or Poor condition may benefit from improvements in structure that may 
improve their health over time. Pruning should follow ANSI A300 (Part 1) (ANSI 2008). Stressed 
young trees could also benefit from more frequent watering.
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Figure 3. Age class distribution compared to Richards’ (1983) ideal. 
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Poor condition ratings among mature trees were generally due to visible signs of decline and stress, 
including decay, dead limbs, sparse branching, or poor structure. These trees will require corrective 
pruning, regular inspections, and possible intensive plant health care to improve their vigor. The 
Stockade District may want to focus on these Poor condition trees after priory pruning and removals 
have occurred. If their conditions continue to deteriorate, the tree should be re-inspected by a 
certified arborist to see if removal is warranted.

Proper tree care practices are needed for the long-term general health of the Stockade District’s urban 
forest. Following guidelines developed by ISA and those recommended by ANSI A300 (Part 6) (ANSI 
2012) will ensure that tree maintenance practices ultimately improve the health of the urban forest.

. 

  Tree Management 
While implementing a tree care program is an ongoing process, tree work must always be 
prioritized to reduce public safety risks. DRG recommends completing the work identified during 
the inventory based on the assigned risk rating; however, routinely monitoring the tree population 
is essential so that other Extreme or High Risk trees can be identified and systematically addressed. 
While regular pruning cycles and tree planting are important, priority work (especially for Extreme
or High Risk trees) must sometimes take precedence to ensure that risk is expediently managed.
Keep in mind these maintenance and budget recommendations are only for the Stockade District,
and that city arborists are currently working outside of this area a majority of the time. 

1%

18%

77%

1
4%

Condition

Figure 4. Overall condition ratings.
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Priority and Proactive Maintenance
The recommended tree maintenance work was divided into either priority or proactive 
maintenance for the Stockade District.  Priority maintenance includes tree removals and pruning 
of trees with an assessed risk rating of High and Moderate Risk (no Extreme Risk trees where 
found at the time of inspection). Proactive tree maintenance includes pruning of trees with an 
assessed risk of Low and trees that are young. Tree planting, inspections, and community outreach 
are also considered proactive maintenance.

Tree and Stump Removal
Although tree removal is usually considered a last resort and may sometimes create a reaction from 
the community, there are circumstances in which removal is necessary. Trees fail from natural 
causes, such as diseases, insects, and weather conditions, and from physical injury due to vehicles, 
vandalism, and root disturbances. DRG recommends that trees be removed when corrective 
pruning will not adequately eliminate the hazard or when correcting problems would be cost-
prohibitive. Trees that cause obstructions or interfere with power lines or other infrastructure 
should be removed when their defects cannot be corrected through pruning or other maintenance 
practices. Diseased and nuisance trees also warrant removal.

Even though large short-term expenditures may be required, it is important to secure the funding 
needed to complete priority tree removals. Expedient removal reduces risk and promotes public 
safety.   

Extreme
Risk

• Perform tree maintenance immediately to reduce hazards
• Includes tree removal and pruning
• Mostly high-use areas

High 
Risk

• Perform tree maintenance immediately to reduce hazards and improve tree health
• Includes tree removal and pruning
• Generally high-use areas

Moderate
Risk

• Perform tree maintenance as soon as possible to improve tree health
• Includes tree removal and pruning
• May be high- or low-use areas

Low Risk

• Perform tree maintenance when convenient to improve aesthetics and eliminate nuisance
trees and stumps

• Includes tree removals and pruning
• Mostly low-use areas but may be high-use areas as well

Routine 
Pruning

• Perform tree maintenance when convenient to improve aesthetics and eliminate nuisance
trees

Training 
Prune

• Perform corrective pruning to young trees to increase structural integrity and develop a strong
architecture of branches before serious problems develop

Figure 5:  How tree maintenance needs are prioritized
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Managing trees in urban areas is often complicated. Dealing with the recommendations of experts, the 
needs of residents, the pressures of local economics and politics, the concerns for public safety and liability 
issues, the physical aspects of trees, the forces of nature and severe weather events, and the expectation for 
all of these issues to be resolved simultaneously is a considerable challenge. The Stockade District must 
carefully consider each specific issue and balance these pressures with a knowledgeable understanding of 
trees and their needs. By completing a tree inventory, the City of Schenectady has shown interest in not 
only preserving the urban forest, but also maintaining it for future generations. Maintaining an established 
planting program, routine pruning operation, and public outreach program will aid in maintaining the many 
benefits the urban forest provides to the community. With continued dedication to the urban forest 
resource, the Stockade District in partnership with the City, can increase diversity, condition, and the 
annual benefits these trees provide.
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APPENDIX 1
DATA COLLECTION METHODS

Data Collection Methods
Davey Resource Group, Inc. “DRG” collected tree inventory data using a system that utilizes a 
customized Rover program loaded onto pen-based field computers equipped with geographic 
information system (GIS) and global positioning system (GPS) receivers. The knowledge and 
professional judgment of DRG’s arborists ensure the high quality of inventory data.

Data fields are defined in the glossary of the management plan. At each site, the following data 
fields were collected:

address / location
species
tree size*
multi-stem tree
condition
primary maintenance
defects

risk rating
risk assessment complete
residual risk
further inspection
overhead utilities
date of inventory

Maintenance needs are based on Best Management Practices: Tree Risk Assessment
(International Society of Arboriculture [ISA] 2011).

* tree size is measured in inches in diameter at 4.5 feet above ground (or diameter at breast height [DBH])
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APPENDIX 2
RISK ASSESSMENT/PRIORITY AND PROACTIVE
MAINTENANCE
Risk Assessment 

Every tree has an inherent risk of tree failure or 
defective tree part failure. During the inventory, Davey 
Resource Group, Inc. “DRG” performed a Level 2 
qualitative risk assessment for each tree and assigned a 
risk rating based on the ANSI A300 (Part 9), and the 
companion publication Best Management Practices: 
Tree Risk Assessment (ISA 2011). Trees can have 
multiple failure modes with various risk ratings. One 
risk rating per tree will be assigned during the 
inventory. The failure mode having the greatest risk 
will serve as the overall tree risk rating. The specified 
time period for the risk assessment is one year.

Likelihood of Failure—Identifies the most
likely failure and rates the likelihood that the
structural defect(s) will result in failure based on observed, current conditions.
o Improbable—The tree or branch is not likely to fail during normal weather

conditions and may not fail in many severe weather conditions within the
specified time period.

o Possible—Failure could occur but is unlikely during normal weather conditions
within the specified time period.

o Probable—Failure may be expected under normal weather conditions within
the specified time period.

Likelihood of Impacting a Target—The rate of occupancy of targets within the
target zone and any factors that could affect the failed tree as it falls towards the
target.
o Very low—The chance of the failed tree or branch impacting the target is

remote.
Rarely used sites
Examples include rarely used trails or trailheads
Instances where target areas provide protection

o Low—It is not likely that the failed tree or branch will impact the target.
Occasional use area fully exposed to tree
Frequently used area partially exposed to tree
Constant use area that is well protected

o Medium—The failed tree or branch may or may not impact the target.
Frequently used areas that are partially exposed to the tree on one side
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Constantly occupied area partially protected from the tree
o High—The failed tree or branch will most likely impact the target.

Fixed target is fully exposed to the tree or tree part
Categorizing Likelihood of Tree Failure Impacting a Target—The likelihood
for failure and the likelihood of impacting a target are combined in the matrix below
to determine the likelihood of tree failure impacting a target.

Likelihood of 
Failure

Likelihood of Impacting Target

Very Low Low Medium High

Imminent Unlikely Somewhat 
likely Likely Very Likely

Probable Unlikely Unlikely Somewhat 
likely Likely

Possible Unlikely Unlikely Unlikely Somewhat 
likely

Improbable Unlikely Unlikely Unlikely Unlikely

Consequence of Failure—The consequences of tree failure are based on the
categorization of target and potential harm that may occur. Consequences can vary
depending upon size of defect, distance of fall for tree or limb, and any other factors
that may protect a target from harm. Target values are subjective and should be
assessed from the client’s perspective.
o Negligible—Consequences involve low value damage and do not involve

personal injury.
Small branch striking a fence
Medium-sized branch striking a shrub bed
Large tree part striking structure and causing monetary damage
Disruption of power to landscape lights

o Minor—Consequences involve low to moderate property damage, small
disruptions to traffic or communication utility, or very minor injury.

Small branch striking a house roof from a high height
Medium-sized branch striking a deck from a moderate height
Large tree part striking a structure, causing moderate monetary damage
Short-term disruption of power at service drop to house
Temporary disruption of traffic on neighborhood street

o Significant—Consequences involve property damage of moderate to high
value, considerable disruption, or personal injury.

Medium-sized part striking a vehicle from a moderate or high height
Large tree part striking a structure resulting in high monetary damage
Disruption of distribution of primary or secondary voltage power lines,
including individual services and street-lighting circuits
Disruption of traffic on a secondary street

o Severe—Consequences involve serious potential injury or death, damage to
high-value property, or disruption of important activities.
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Injury to a person that may result in hospitalization
Medium-sized part striking an occupied vehicle
Large tree part striking an occupied house
Serious disruption of high-voltage distribution and transmission power line
disruption of arterial traffic or motorways

Risk Rating—The overall risk rating of the tree will be determined based on
combining the likelihood of tree failure impacting a target and the consequence of
failure in the matrix below.

Likelihood of Failure
Consequences

Negligible Minor Significant Severe

Very likely Low Moderate High Extreme

Likely Low Moderate High High

Somewhat likely Low Low Moderate Moderate

Unlikely Low Low Low Low

Trees have the potential to fail in more than one way and can affect multiple targets.

Tree risk assessors will identify the tree failure mode having the greatest risk, and 
report that as the tree risk rating. Generally, trees with the highest qualitative risk 
ratings should receive corrective treatment first. The following risk ratings will be 
assigned:

o None—Used for planting and stump sites only.
o Low—The Low Risk category applies when consequences are “negligible” and

likelihood is “unlikely”; or consequences are “minor” and likelihood is
“somewhat likely.” Some trees with this level of risk may benefit from
mitigation or maintenance measures, but immediate action is not usually
required.

o Moderate—The Moderate Risk category applies when consequences are
“minor” and likelihood is “very likely” or “likely”; or likelihood is “somewhat
likely” and consequences are “significant” or “severe.” In populations of trees,
Moderate Risk trees represent a lower priority than High or Extreme Risk trees.

o High—The High Risk category applies when consequences are “significant”
and likelihood is “very likely” or “likely,” or consequences are “severe” and
likelihood is “likely.” In a population of trees, the priority of High Risk trees is
second only to Extreme Risk trees.
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o Extreme—The Extreme Risk category applies in situations where tree failure is
imminent and there is a high likelihood of impacting the target, and the
consequences of the failure are “severe.” In some cases, this may mean
immediate restriction of access to the target zone area to avoid injury to people.

Trees with elevated (Extreme or High) risk levels are usually recommended for removal or 
pruning to eliminate the defects that warranted their risk rating. However, in some 
situations, risk may be reduced by adding support (cabling or bracing) or by moving the 
target away from the tree. DRG recommends only removal or pruning to alleviate risk. But 
in special situations, such as a memorial tree or a tree in a historic area, Manchester may 
decide that cabling, bracing, or moving the target may be the best option for reducing risk.

Priority Maintenance
Identifying and ranking the maintenance needs of a tree population enables tree work to be 
assigned priority based on observed risk. Once prioritized, tree work can be systematically
addressed to eliminate the greatest risk and liability first (Stamen 2011).

Risk is a graduated scale that measures potential tree-related hazardous conditions. A tree 
is considered hazardous when its potential risks exceed an acceptable level. Managing trees 
for risk reduction provides many benefits, including:

● Lower frequency and severity of accidents, damage, and injury
● Less expenditure for claims and legal expenses
● Healthier, long-lived trees
● Fewer tree removals over time
● Lower tree maintenance costs over time

Regularly inspecting trees and establishing tree maintenance cycles generally reduce the 
risk of failure, as problems can be found and addressed before they escalate.

In this plan, all tree removals and Extreme and High Risk prunes are included in the priority 
maintenance program.

Determination of acceptable risk ultimately lies with city managers. 
Since there are inherent risks associated with trees, the location of 
a tree is an important factor in the determination and acceptability 
of risk for any given tree. The level of risk associated with a tree 
increases as the frequency of human occupation increases in the 
vicinity of the tree. For example, a tree located next to a heavily 
traveled street will have a higher level of risk than a similar tree in 
an open field.
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Appendix D
City Code Sections
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Appendix E
Walk Audit Results
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Packet #
Street/ 
Block ID

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
&Lighting

Street 
Trees

Overall 
Experience

Speeding/Safety 
& Parking

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street Trees
Overall

Experience
Traffic & Parking Additional Comments ("One possible area for improvement to consider is…"):

1 1A 1 2 3 2 no
dangerous at 
(illegible)

4 lights, no 
(illegible) Nice gingko Potential beauty, especially river proximity to park. Sidewalks dangerous

1 1B 3 No furniture low traffic sidewalk safer or non existent. Not many trees.

1 1C 4 3 yes
bumpy at one 
end need more quiet sidewalks good & bad. Wires near #10 unsightly

1 1D 2 1 None (exist) not many
too much 
blacktop not attractive 1 light, 1 street tree - no room for sidewalks

1 1E 3 no
1 side bad, 1 
side good 2 lights nice trees bumpy sidewalks, sidewalks could be bumped out & traffic circle

1 1F 2 2
curb 
repair/bumpy

nice trash cans. Need more curbs & brickwork. Not too bumpy. Dangerous fire 
hydrant

1 1A 1
4 lights, no 
furniture

1 1B no

sidewalk
considered 
N/A, blacktop 3 lights

no street 
trees

City put in decorative crosswalk. Stamped asphalt and then painted. Off-street 
pics. Just a street

1 1C 2 3 2 lights? Garbage day is a challenge. Pleasant block
1 1D 1 light 1 street tree

1 1E Corner missing 2 lights
Dangerous intersection - crosswalk has no visibility. No stop on Front. Statue in 
the circle. Bump-outs on Church. Mini traffic circle.

1 1F

1 1A 1 3 3 2

Very good by
park on pump 
side Indian - seems fine. @ dead end Place for flowers, etc. on large/wide sidewalk areas. E - sidewalk ends abruptly

1 1B 4 3

Street seems in 
good condition. 
N/A - no 
sidewalk…bad 
for walking seems fine

Dead end block is odd - not very 
classy. Not in good condition 
where asphalt meets slate Very nice, but not so welcoming. Seems safe/well kept.

1 1C 1 1 3 2 Very uneven

can't tell but
doesn't seem 
great skinny street but ok Make sidewalks consistent and/or rid bricks of weeds

1D 2 2 1 1
N/A - no 
sidewalks

Difficult to see from road due to 
alley state Dark

1E 2 2 3 3

Could smooth 
out and/or 
make 
consistent

Unsure, but doesn't seem great. 
Not speeding but narrow. Very 
difficult to see int @ cucumber 
alley, also weird shape @ other 
intersection Large asphalt parking area is not ideal

1F 2 3 2 2

Loose slate. 
Bricks in better 
condition

bench is nice. 
Cans are nice. 
Lighting ok.

no shade 
(small trees)

Safety concerns at corner. Not 
adequate parking. Intersection is 
very difficult to understand, very 
large. Consistency with sidewalks/bricks, etc.

4 1A 1 2 1 2 unsure

1B 3 1 no Granite/ concrete curbs
1C 3 2 3 3 unsure
1D 2 no
1E 2 3 3 unsure
1F 2 2 2 3 yes

Comments
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Packet #
Street/ 
Block ID

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
&Lighting

Street 
Trees

Overall 
Experience

Speeding/Safety 
& Parking

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street Trees
Overall

Experience
Traffic & Parking Additional Comments ("One possible area for improvement to consider is…"):

Comments

5 1A 1 2 3 2 unsure
Lighting good, no 
furniture

Seems like enough at end of 
street

1B 3 4

N/A, but curbs
and blacktop 
are in great 
shape

no furniture or 
cans

no trees, but 
pleasant 
anyway

1C 2 3 3

Maybe need
some 
trimming Adequate parking

1D 3 3 3 unsure no sidewalks 1 light 1 tree
(fun?) 
discovery

1E 2 3 3 3 unsure
Some good, 
uneven

some planters,
horse hitching 
post, etc. Dangerous & confusing intersection

1F 3 3 3
better than 
most

some overgrown 
plantings

kind of 
scruffy

6 1A 1 2 1 1 yes
no furniture or 
cans

yes- speeding, yes - adequate 
parking missing curbing.. East sidewalk ends abruptly

1B 2 2 Yes & Yes

no curbs or
sidewalk in 
areas.

ok lighting. No 
furniture or cans

1C 1 3 Yes & unsure Concerns about questionable activities at turn-arounds near river

1D 3 3 No & unsure no sidewalk
no furniture, to 
little (lighting)

No speeding or safety concerns. 
Unsure about parking

1E 1 3 3 unsure
dark. Love 
Stockade cans

too wide. Sidewalks - broken 
slate, no curbs, blacktop, broken 
curbs problems with trucks damaging sidewalks

1F 2 2 3 Yes & no
lighting ok, no 
furniture

Speeding is an issue. Parking is 
not adequate. Poor curb 
condition and drainage

some problems with illegal parking. Driver confusion at there's a roundabout @ 
Indian. Need to consider maintenance & weed control.

7 1A 1 1 2 2 Unsure & no
Unsure about safety concerns. 
Not adequate parking

1B 1 1 1 1 no

1C 1 2 3 2 Yes & no
Safety concerns. Not adequate 
parking Sidewalks are up rooted due to trees

1D 1 2 2 no & yes Sidewalk - non-existent
1E 2 2 3 3 no

1F 2 2 2 2 Yes & no
Safety concerns. Not adequate 
parking Front Street is a mix-up of one way and two way blocks.

25 1 (all) 2 2 2 3 Yes
Sidewalks on Front, especially at Governors Lake, needs work. Trees in park need 
attention
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Packet #
Street/ 
Block ID

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
&Lighting

Street 
Trees

Overall 
Experience

Speeding/Safety 
& Parking

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street Trees
Overall 

Experience
Traffic & Parking Additional Comments ("One possible area for improvement to consider is…"):

Comments

27 1F 1 1 1 2 Yes & no Poor sidewalks Dark

Trees never 
trimmed. 
Causing 
problems on 
windows & 
roofs. Dead 
branches 
never 
removed.

High speed traffic and stop sign 
not observed. Parking very 
limited and people park badly. 
Arthur's does nothing to control 
illegal parking preventing EMS 
from getting through. Yet normal 
parkers can be ticketed unfairly. 
Also some residents park long-
term cars not in use. Poor maintenance by landlords or rental property.

30 1F 1 1 1 1 Yes

Not possible 
for anyone 
with mobility 
issues. The 
sidewalks are 
several 
different 
materials & 
designs. The 
brick portions 
were dug up 
repeatedly by 
National Grid & 
the city when 
there were 
water & gas 
issues, & never 
repaired., plus 
tree roots have 
grown. 

Dark, and 
streetlights 
hidden by tree 
leaves most of 
the year

Trees provide 
shade, but 
have some 
dead limb. 
No 
maintenance 
ever. The 
branches 
grow 
scraping the 
house & 
windows 
which is 
frightening in 
the wind, & 
the branches 
continually 
drop leaves 
onto our flat 
roof, clogging 
the drain & 
causing 
maintenance 
issues. The 
city doesn't 
provide any 
care for the 
trees ever. 

Many people 
walking 
despite 
issues. Of 
course there 
are problems 
with animal 
cleanup, 
always. 
There are 
rental house 
issues with 
people 
congregating 
for no good 
purpose too!

Terrible speeding is prevalent 
plus often the stop sign on Front 
at Ferry is disregarded. Parking is 
inadequate. Some neighbors 
park long-term without  moving 
their cars, ever, & some people 
park badly the parking space 
isn't maximized. Arthur's attracts 
people who have no idea of 
parking regulations, disregard 
signs, park illegally & generally 
block traffic. Emergency vehicles 
could not travel on Front St. with 
the illegal parking. Very little 
parking enforcement...except 
occasionally when people park 
near the crosswalk, which isn't 
clearly marked & is not fair. No 
one is ever ticketed for parking 
illegally down Front St. when a 
fire truck needs to get thru  it's 
terrifying. 

Stop the Pokémon project. With all the issues on Front St. we don't need people 
walking distractedly on top of everything else.

Average 1.6 2.1 2.4 2.3
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Packet #
Street/ 
Block ID

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street 
Trees

Overall 
Experience

Speeding/Safety 
& Parking

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street Trees
Overall

Experience
Traffic & Parking Additional Comments ("One possible area for improvement to consider is…"):

8 2A 2 4 2 2 unsure missing yes North side (1), South side (2)
2B 3 3 2 2 no
2C 2 1 2 no
2D 2 1 1 2 unsure
2E 2 1 2 2 unsure
2F 2 2 2 2 unsure

9 2A 1 1 2 3 unsure
1 - north side, 2 
- south side

1-north side, 2-
south side

Average 
health. 3- 
north side, 1- 
south side

2B 2 2 1 3 unsure 2- east, 3- west 2 dead trees, 1 dying tree, 1 tree well

2C 1 2 2 2 unsure 1- east, 2- west no trash cans

2D 1 3 2 3 unsure Sidewalks need repair

2E 2 2 2 2 unsure 2-east, 3 - west

2F 2 3 3 unsure 1 bench Historic markings. All sidewalks need some repair

10 2A
overhead 
utilities

South side is better. Ash Tree. Tree raise. Tree lawn better further down. Bench 
spots by church

2B
Dead trees (2). 1 property owner - sidewalks in good shape. Cut outs for trees. 
Leaning trees

2C

asphalt & 
water pours 
down

Branches so low with small trees. Need to be trimmed. 2 mature trees in rough 
shape. New curb. (Illegible) surfaces.

2D
2E 4 Curbs missing

2F Nice wide tree lawns. Historical marker.

11 2A 2 1 1 unsure
Only half is 
even

Healthy w/ 
canopy but 
roots lifting. 
Need pruning

at Union & N. Ferry - if crossing 
south cannot see traffic light

2B 4 2 unsure

Don't know - 
don't walk at 
dark. 2 dead trees

Not 
appealing Through traffic

2C 3 3
Few exceptions 
(to score of 3)

Don't know - re-
light

Its 2-way - not difficult for 2 to 
pass. Verizon telephone box! 
(illegible) across from 25 
Washington.

2D
No shade & 
dying. Too narrow

2E 3 3 3 3

(walk is 
appealing) 
only as far at 
Liberty St.

Lots of turning from state to 
Liberty @ RR. Needs curbs

2F 3 3 3
Some uneven on 
east side

Needs curbs at Front St. on east 
side On Front - no drainage from 24 Front to Church St.

12 2A 1 1 2 3 yes

Upheaval of 
roots. Dead 
branches Address sidewalk ASAP - broken slate

Comments
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Packet #
Street/ 
Block ID

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street 
Trees

Overall 
Experience

Speeding/Safety 
& Parking

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street Trees
Overall 

Experience
Traffic & Parking Additional Comments ("One possible area for improvement to consider is…"):

Comments

2B 3 2 1 2 yes

Dead tree 
across from 
Y. (Illegible). 
Sugar Maple 
is rough 
shape. Tree wells - room for trees to be planted

2C 2 1 2 2 yes

Sidewalk heave 
at 25 
Washington

Low 
branches. 
May Hill 
House Blacktop - 19 Washington. Asphalt ices up; runs down to create icy, wet mess

2D 2 1 2 2 yes

14 Union - 
broken 
pavement

8 Union - blacktop. 5 Union - blacktop for sidewalk, girdled tree. Decay @ Union 
planter. South side trees distressed after National Grid

2E 3 2 3 2 yes

North side - 7-
11 curb lacking. 
Wide tree lane. 
Healthy 
(illegible) trees. 
Different 
pavements.

Wide tree 
lane

2F
1st Reformed - nice sidewalk. Slate - 10 Church. Wide tree lines. Asphalt - 14 N. 
Church. 16 N. Church. Broken slate - 20 & 22 N. Church

13 2A 1

could use a 
bench in front of 
fence at 1st 
Reformed

2B
2 dead trees 
& 1 dying

East side - lip 
from slate to 
sidewalk

2C

East - 25 
Washington 
bad. #27 
good

2D

2E 3 3

West side - trees 
good. Side good. 
Where are trees. 
East side  - 
where are 
curbs? Getting to 
(illegible) - bad 

2F

East side - slate 
a little bumpy. 
(illegible) 
corner of 
Church & Front

28 2A 2 3 Yes & Yes

Need to be 
pedestrian level 
lighting in the 
trees.

S. side 
younger 
trees growing 
into power 
lines.

Variation 
between 
north and 
south side

Yes - safety concerns, Yes, 
adequate parking

(illegible) sidewalk on N. raised-broken. Trees girdled (illegible). Diseased? Older 
trees?

2B 2 2 1 2 Yes

Blocks on W. 
side has 
evidence of 
neighbors who 
planned imp. 
Together

Lighting at State 
St. end new. 
Could be model 
for rest of block

A few dead 
or diseased

Stop at Union - with YMCA - drop 
off activity confusing.

Appears Metroplex/City improved intersection of Washington and State with 
period lighting and new trees in circular cement beds. Carryover from State 
Street. Should group some of these.
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Packet #
Street/ 
Block ID

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street 
Trees

Overall 
Experience

Speeding/Safety 
& Parking

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street Trees
Overall

Experience
Traffic & Parking Additional Comments ("One possible area for improvement to consider is…"):

Comments

2C 3 3 2 3 Yes & Yes Most repaired
Day time - 
dog walkers

Yes - speeding and safety 
concerns. Hidden - Front St. - due 
to speed on Rt. Turn. Parking 
close to intersection (fire plug) 
w. Cucumber. Difficult to exit
Cucumber - speed on 
Washington contributing factor.

Mature trees - w/ dead branches need replacing - girdled roots. Other younger 
trees form nice canopy.

2D 1 1

Asphalt at 
Norstar 5. 
Sidewalks at 5 
& 7.

Low 
(illegible). 
Small trees 
interfere with 
walking.

South side - Mature tree butchered by N.G. needs to come down. SS younger 
trees - growing into Power lines. NS - two diseased  mature trees. Sidewalk at

2E 2 3 3 1 Yes

Looks like 
asphalt but one 
of section 
sidewalk front 
of #5

Part of block 
should include 
attention by 
DSIG - trash. 

Canopy 
incomplete. 
Space for 
younger 
trees. Trees 
hide 
buildings

Many spaces 
not well 
maintained. 
Too much 
concrete.

Well marked - but still cars 
compete with pedestrians at all 
three intersections.

Lacks curbs where removed during roadwork? Part of DSIC that maintains planters 
area near State St. should be assigned for more attractive crossing - traffic 
challenges.

2F 2 2

One property 
on E. State 
(illegible)

2 mature
trees appear 
diseased. 1 
dead tree at 
State. Two areas w/ asphalt over sidewalk need repair as out of Code.

Average 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.3
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Packet #
Street/ 
Block ID

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street 
Trees

Overall 
Experience

Speeding/Safety 
& Parking

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street Trees
Overall

Experience
Traffic & Parking Additional Comments ("One possible area for improvement to consider is…"):

14 3A 2 2 2 2 unsure

Narrow areas 
on sidewalks - 
difficult for 
wheelchair/wal
ker

Trash cans @ the 
park end, by 
River.

like the pines 
in planters

No -just us
Truck parked on curb b/c narrow 
street. Hart to turn around in 
parking lot

3B 2 2 1 1 unsure Decent width Flags No trees just us
On one side. Weird one-way, 
encourages breaking street rules

Planters on sidewalk

3C 2 2 3 2 unsure
Isn't emptied 
regularly

New bridge lights 
- good!

One person + 
us

Better trash collection & stockade signage on bridge

3D 2 unsure
Dead tree by 
school

Vacant 
buildings. Yes 
- activity.

One side. Public/private? Lot at 
North & Front. Bad street for 
bicycles - condition

Grass coming through brick sidewalk

3E unsure
Sections of 
stone sidewalk

Stumps Flags Decent? Hidden stop sign? Anchored by market/bakery/coffee

15 3A 2 2 3 3 unsure No trees
3B 3 3 3 2 unsure
3C
3D 3 3 3 yes Traffic AWFUL Terrible corner at Front. 1-way street - many go left.

3E 2 1 3 1 yes Poor sidewalks Terrible traffic

16 3A 2 1 2 1 yes Wires on street. Houses need sidewalks, greenery. Sidewalks too wide

3B 2 1 1 1 yes
Speed bumps. Needs trees, greenery & lighting. Different power poles. Add 
planters

3C 1 1 2 1 yes Poor sidewalks. Inconsistent street trees. Cars take left off Ingalls
3D 1 1 2 1 yes Cars travel too fast
3E

17 3A 1 2 3 3 yes & no Dangerous with speed on Front

3B 3 2 yes & no No trees or furniture

3C 1 3 2 yes & no
Couple need 
trimming

Dangerous, wrong-way drivers

3D 2 3 2 2 yes & no

Both - south 
side is bad. 
North side 
good.

3E 1 3 2 3 yes & no
18 3A 3 3 2 2 yes 

3B 3 3 1 3 yes  
3C 1 1 1 1 no Very unsafe area
3D 2 2 2 2 yes
3E 1 1 2 2 no

19 3A 3 2 3 3 yes

Tree at Front 
St. 
intersection 
is in bad 
shape

3B 4 3 2 unsure
No street 
trees

One way on front ignored often

Comments
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3C 4 3 4 2
One-way between college and 
Ingersoll ignored often by those 
exiting Ingersoll

3D 3 3 3 3 no
North side 
better

Speeding on Front St. 
Problematic

3E 3 3 3 unsure
North side 
better

26 3 (all) 2 2 3 2 yes
Front St. is one way so 
intersections (2) are simple, but 
cars do speed down Front St.

The abandoned tennis court is weedy and unsightly at the east end of the park. 
The lot at the top end of North St. near Front St. is unmowed and unsightly. 

Average 2.2 2.0 2.3 2.0
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Packet #
Street/ 
Block ID

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street furniture 
& Lighting

Street 
Trees

Overall 
Experience

Speeding/Safety 
& Parking

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street Trees
Overall

Experience
Traffic & Parking Additional Comments ("One possible area for improvement to consider is…"):

20 4A 1 1 1 3 Rough sidewalk No opinion
Sections of trees on north side of Green Street obscure a whole row of houses, 
they're overgrown. The street is not well lit at night.

4B 4 1 2 3 Don't care
Everywhere - lower historic-looking lamps would be preferable to the sodium 
lamp. The place for big columnar trees (oaks, elks) would be in front of the 
window factory lofts

4C
South side with trees overgrown in wires. North side - nice bricks by sidewalk, 
good trees

4D 1 1 1 Horrible asphalt sidewalks patches, bad lighting

4E
Bad row of dark Norway Maples on the south side of Union. Great new elms in 
front of the Presbyterian building.

4F Short trees make a tunnel
4G

21 4A 1 1 2 2 yes Need better street lighting
4B 2 2 1 1 yes Places for small trees in sidewalk
4C 1 2 1 1 yes Car cut through- noisy
4D 1 1 1 1 yes New curbs, new trees. Cracked asphalt, patches crumbling (4D) 

4E 1 1 1 1 yes
Why are trees on side of road where there are electrical wires and no sun only 
shade

4F 1 1 1 1 yes
4G 2 2 2 2 no Need smaller trees

22 4A 1 1 1 2 yes
1 - north side, 2 
- south side

Dangerous stop sign at Green & 
College. Stop often ignored.

Better lighting, healthier trees, weeds

4B 2 1 1 2 yes
Narrow, crooked street slows 
traffic

Lots of trash cans…5 days before pickup date

4C 2 3 3 2 yes SA Trash can We like the granite trim around trees on Green. Brick - like pavers
4D 1 1 1 1 yes Asphalt side walks (frowny face!)

4E 2 2 1 2 yes
Some good, 
some awful

Norway 
Maples

Lots of traffic on Union - 
speeding!

4F 2 1 2 yes Leave as is

4G 3 2 1 no Too short
Nice 
(illegible)

Sidewalks redone in last 10 years? Trees not properly maintained.

23 4A 1 2 3 3 yes
4B 2 2 2 2 yes
4C 1 2 1 1 yes
4D 1 2 2 1 Yes & no Yes - safety concerns. No - adequate parking
4E 4 3 3 4 yes

4F 3 4 2 yes & no No trees Yes - speed safety, no - parking

4G 4 3 3 3 yes Safety - yes pretty much

24 4A 1 1 1 2 unsure Major Tree/sidewalk issues
4B 2 1 1 2 unsure Very specific tree guidance is needed due to very low power lines

4C 3 2 4 2 unsure
New sidewalk is nice - Any way to keep new functionality but not lose Stockade 
Character?

4D 1 1 1 1 no
Asphalt pavement is miserable 
for sidewalk

Water standpipes are major trip hazard

4E 1 1 1 1 yes Dangerous intersection at Ferry Fix the miserable sidewalks

4F 2 1 4 1 no No trees
4G 2 2 1 2 no

Comments
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Packet #
Street/ 
Block ID

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street furniture 
& Lighting

Street 
Trees

Overall 
Experience

Speeding/Safety 
& Parking

Sidewalks/ 
Walkability

Street Furniture 
& Lighting

Street Trees
Overall

Experience
Traffic & Parking Additional Comments ("One possible area for improvement to consider is…"):

Comments

29 4 (all) 2 3 4 4 Yes

4A and 4D 
need some 
serious 
sidewalk repair 
and is 
treacherous for 
the blind or 
nearly blind. 4E 
needs some 
repair, these 
walks do have 
some trip 
hazards. A 
blind person 
lives on 4E.

Tremendous 
walking in 
block

No enough parking!!! Lots of 
speeding on Union (above 30 
especially during lunch and after 
work hours). Lots of parking on 
corners and across driveways on 
Ferry (violations). The college 
needs to have their students and 
teachers park in their lots. Large 
apartments need more parking 
by their buildings.

The City needs to keep the graffiti off boxes, signals, signs, and other city 
property.

Average 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.9
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Final Public Workshop - April 22, 2019
Meeting Comments & Online Comments
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Historic Stockade
Comprehensive Streetscape Plan

Final Public Workshop - April 22, 2019
Meeting Comments & Online Comments

The following comments were received during the April 22, 2019 final public community 
workshop or provided on the Open Online Survey (Survey was open through May 4, 
2019). Although the comments received during the public workshop were provide  on 
various display boards and individually submitted comment cards, the comments are 
presented below according to the issue category. The source of a comment appears at 
the end of each comment.

Every community comment received is presented in this Appendix and each comment is 
presented in precisely the language/text received. However, names and addresses, when 
provided, have been omitted. Where an individual’s comment contained reference to 
more than one issue, comments were divided into the appropriate categories.

Comments below are shown in black text; responses to each comment are provided in 
dark red text.

Sidewalks
Creation of a manual with proven methods of sidewalk repair and the proper foundation
for new sidewalk. (Public Meeting Comment Cards) 
This information will be included in the Plan as sidewalk repairs and foundations must be 
consistent with City codes. 

Choices and procedures for tinting concrete to resemble blue stone. (Public Meeting 
Comment Cards)
This information will be included in the Plan.

Sidewalks: I think as much uniformity as possible is best - ideally reliable material like 
tinted concrete with (maybe) brick design elements to the side, like on the stretch of N. 
Ferry St. between the statue and Union Street. Too much variety in the sidewalks feels 
cluttered. Variety is pretty, but the Stockade's real variety is in the houses, not the 
sidewalks, which should be functions. (Public Meeting Comment Cards)
Since each property owner is responsible for maintaining the sidewalks adjacent to their 
property, a certain amount of variety is inevitable within the parameters of City code and 
the Plan guidelines.

Number one priority - the sidewalks. They are so torn, up. If the sidewalks could all be 
brick like what is in front of the big old school on Front Street which has since been turned 
into apartments, that would be lovely. Thank you for all of your hard work on this project!
5/1/2019 1:30 PM (Online Survey Comments)
Since each property owner is responsible for maintaining the sidewalks adjacent to their 
property, a certain amount of variety is inevitable within the parameters of City code and 
the Plan guidelines.
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Street Trees
Encourage tree planting in interior of blocks where possible i.e. behind row of houses on 
Washington. (Street Tree Display Board)
Plantings on the interior of blocks could be a discussion worth considering in the future;
however, those areas are private and not part of the road right-of-way or public space. 
This project focused on the streetscape and generally publicly accessible areas.

Is tilia [bass wood] a good candidate? (Street Tree Display Board)
The Tilia (Linden or Basswood) is a City of Schenectady and ReTree Schenectady 
approved tree. All trees proposed for this project are commonly found street trees and 
generally acceptable for the potential locations suggested. Though the Tilia is included in 
the approved street tree list, it may not be suitable for all locations, due to its relatively 
large trunk and canopy size. 

There are several species listed in each tree category (small, medium and large) and
homeowners should choose from the species detailed in the Plan. Ultimately, tree 
selection from the Plan’s approved tree list should be based upon individual property, 
sidewalk and curb conditions. An appropriate street tree will vary by the size of the 
planting area, distance from buildings and proximity to overhead utility wires. 

Trees: As you (we) outline principles for tree planting, let's consider adding the principle 
that tree canopies should not obscure the facades of our beautiful buildings too much. 
There are parts of the Stockade right now where pedestrians don't get too see/enjoy those 
facades. (Public Meeting Comment Cards) 
As the Plan is implemented, trees that are too large and block views will be replaced by 
appropriately sized trees.

As to trees in our streetscape, among other suggestions, it should be the Policy of the Stockade
Association that:

(a) Mature Shade Trees along our streets are valuable assets (aesthetically, 
environmentally, and financially), and all practical measures must be taken to save every 
mature shade tree that is not dangerous or dead, including the use of alternative 
sidewalk improvement measures, and consistent maintenance. May 4, 2019 at 4:31:57 
PM EDT (Online Survey Comments)

(b) Walkability and desire to visit, shop, and walk in the Stockade are often reduced when 
long stretches of sidewalk have no shade and offer little protection from precipitation. May 4, 
2019 at 4:31:57 PM EDT (Online Survey Comments)
A primary objective of the Plan is to maintain a long-term healthy street tree canopy 
throughout the neighborhood. This is to promote a comfortable walking environment for this 
generation of residents and visitors, and the next. The Plan includes a detailed physical 
inventory of the existing condition of all trees. The Plan includes standards and criteria for 
the preservation, maintenance, and when and under what circumstance a tree should be 
removed. The Plan identifies the proper spacing for trees by size: small, medium and large 
trees. This will promote perpetual shade canopies along all sidewalks in the Stockade. If a 
tree is to be removed, the Plan calls for its replacement with a tree selected from the Plan’s
tree species list.  

(c) Any trimming of trees for utility purposes must be done to the minimal extent possible, 
with attention paid to the attractiveness of any trimming. May 4, 2019 at 4:31:57 PM EDT 
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(Online Survey Comments)
The Plan acknowledges that tree trimming should be done properly and to the minimal 
extent possible. The Plan also recognizes that the best long-term solution to maintaining 
healthy trees in an urban environment is to plant trees that are most appropriate for the 
conditions into which they are planted. The Plan identifies selections of street trees for the 
Stockade within three categories, small, medium and large, as guidance for choosing a tree 
most suited to the locational characteristics within which, it must survive. 

The Association should advocate for a far more nuanced approach to the fate of trees whose 
roots will be or have been cut in the process of sidewalk repair or replacement. As Fred Breglia 
stated: "It is a case by case situation. It varies greatly based on species, age, time of year, 
health, root conditions, type of care/finesse used by the company." An arborist should be 
available "to watch over the process as it occurs." May 4, 2019 at 4:31:57 PM EDT (Online 
Survey Comments)
Using the Plan’s detailed physical inventory of the existing condition of all trees, the Plan 
includes criteria for establishing if, when and under what circumstance a tree should be 
removed. At times this may need a “nuanced” determination. One of the recommendations 
included in the Plan is for the Stockade to secure an arborist on retainer to advise on tree 
trimming issues, and to determine alternatives to tree removal in the event there is a conflict 
between tree preservation criteria and infrastructure installation.

Pedestrian Safety 
ASAP ... SOS - salvage cobblestones on Pine St. off of Erie Blvd. and use them for 
borders of crosswalks to act as speed bumps. (Public Meeting Comment Cards) 
This has been added to the Plan as an opportunity to be coordinated with the City. The 
City has expressed interest in the use of cut (cobble)* stones at crosswalks. Pine Street 
cutstones may be a mutual opportunity for the City and the Stockade.

*While ‘cobblestone’ is often used to describe both round and rectangular 
paving stones, for this plan ‘cobbletone’ will refer to the round stones and 
‘cutstone’ will refer to the rectangular stones with rough, but flat, surfaces.

Use cobblestones from Pine Street to design crosswalks. (Public Meeting Comment 
Cards)
This has been added to the Plan as an opportunity to be coordinated with the City. The 
City has expressed interest in the use of cut stones at crosswalks. Pine Street cutstones
may be a mutual opportunity for the City and the Stockade.  

Pedestrian Crossing: No white lines - crosswalks. Cobblestone edges and brick stone 
walkway borders. (Name, Email and phone provided). (Public Meeting Comment Cards) 
There have been several comments regarding white lines not being as desirable as 
cutstones or other inlaid crosswalk elements; however, it could be some time before 
physical crosswalk elements can be installed. The Consultant Team will be adding a page 
to discuss crosswalk options in more detail. The Plan will address the use of painted 
crosswalks as short-term/interim pedestrian safety elements only.

Painted white lines are relatively cheap, easy to install, common for crosswalk elements to 
alert motorists to the location of a crossing and can be used to improve pedestrian safety 
until such time as the funding and opportunity to install a more physical element comes 
about. 
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Please reconsider bump-outs. (Traffic Calming Display Board)
There has been a significant amount of discussion regarding pedestrian safety. Bump-
outs are one of the traffic calming concepts detailed in the Plan. Overall, this project was 
focused on pedestrian safety through accepted street design standards and safety 
improvements. Bump-outs are a common and generally easy and cost effective 
pedestrian safety feature that can be integrated into the existing streetscape using a 
context-sensitive design. Appropriately designed bump-outs provide significant pedestrian 
safety as they:

a. Shorten the walk distance within street travel lanes. This is especially valuable on
higher volume streets like Union and Church Streets;

b. Provide the pedestrian a better line of sight when attempting a street crossing; the 
pedestrian is not hidden behind rows of parked cars;

c. Allow vehicle drivers to more easily see pedestrians, again as the pedestrian is not 
hidden behind parked cars;

d. Slow cars moving through an intersection and through turns at an intersection; 
making it safer for pedestrians; and

e. Will not displace parking spaces when appropriately designed and installed.

All roadway improvements are required to be designed and engineered so that all 
vehicles, including service and emergency vehicles can travel safely within the Stockade.
The City will require that proposed bump-outs be engineered for pedestrian and traffic
safety. The City will not approve a bump-out that cannot be designed for both safety and 
function. 

The proposed design concepts and considerations have generally accounted for the 
needs of all users, but the details must be confirmed through the design and engineering 
process. It does appear that the majority of Historic Stockade residents participating in 
this Comprehensive Streetscape Plan have, after thorough discussion and deliberation,
reached the conclusion that bump-outs, if designed properly, will be one of the most 
effective means of providing pedestrian safety and making the Historic Stockade an even 
more walkable community for residents and visitors alike.

The traffic calming ideas with bump-outs and well defined crosswalks are important to the 
well-being of our residents. I would like to see these implemented via a subtle manor as 
long as they are within code (Public Meeting Comment Cards)
Appropriately designed bump-outs when combined with well-defined crosswalks provide 
significant pedestrian safety. The City must approve the design of all bump-outs and 
crosswalks. (Please see the comment directly above.)  

I do not like the idea of bump-outs in the Stockade. It will add to congestion and make the 
parking and mobility problems worse. Same goes for bike lanes. 5/1/2019 8:17 PM 
(Online Survey Comments) 
The comment is duly noted. A primary focus of this Plan is to improve pedestrian safety
on sidewalks and within street crossings. Pedestrian safety is improved by 
calming/slowing vehicular traffic and discouraging neighborhood cut-through traffic, such 
as vehicles traveling to and from the I-890, Schenectady Community College, and Scotia
areas, and the Mohawk Harbor, Freeman’s Bridge, downtown and other Schenectady 
areas. 

It appears that the majority of Historic Stockade residents participating in this 
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Comprehensive Streetscape Plan have, after thorough discussion and deliberation, 
reached the conclusion that bump-outs, if designed properly will be one of the most 
effective means of providing pedestrian safety and making the Historic Stockade an even 
more walkable community for residents and visitors alike. (Please see additional 
responses to bump-out safety, design and approval from the comments above.)   

Regarding the bicycle lanes, the Plan only reflects the City of Schenectady Bike 
Infrastructure Plan, adopted in 2017.

I regularly encounter two bump-out curbs and find them a nuisance. Near Civitellos on 
North Jay the bump-out always eats up at least half a parking space. Near Morettes on 
Erie, I always hit the bump-out with my tire when turning into Jefferson. I can't seem to 
learn. And I am not the only one: I see it happening to others in the short time I'm there.
Painting lines as guidance for cars looks like a good idea. I like it, especially when they 
mark off intersections and hydrants. 4/23/2019 12:36 PM (Online Survey Comments) 
One of the specific purposes of a bump-out is to enhance pedestrian safety at 
intersections by reducing the speed of turning vehicles. While it does take some 
adjustment on the driver’s part, once the driver becomes familiar with the new intersection 
design, the intersection becomes much safer for the pedestrian and the driver of a 
vehicle. .

Ignore folks who feel we will lose that many parking spaces with bump-outs. 
(Public Meeting Comment Cards)
Appropriately designed bump-outs provide significant pedestrian safety and will not 
displace parking spaces. 

Do a test study of "bump-outs" and distance from curb. (Public Meeting Comment
Cards) 
This may happen prior to permanent installation of bump-outs, similar to the “test” at the 
Liberty and Jay Street intersection.

Skeptical how snowplows will interact with bump-outs, (Traffic Calming Display Board) 
The City will require that proposed bump-outs be engineered for pedestrian and traffic 
safety. The City will not approve a bump-out that cannot be designed for both safety and 
function.

Concern for trucks with bump-outs. (Traffic Calming Display Board) 
The City will require that proposed bump-outs be engineered for pedestrian and traffic 
safety. The City will not approve a bump-out that cannot be designed for both safety and 
function.

Street Typology
Should we consider that one-way narrow streets like Front and Washington be 
considered Neighborhood streets not Gateway? (Street Typology Display Board) 
The categorization of these two streets, in particular, was contemplated throughout the 
project development process, noting that there are pluses and minuses to use of the 
terms ”Neighborhood” and “Gateway” to describe streets. Concerning Front and 
Washington Streets, it was decided that these two streets were best categorized as 
Gateway due to their function within the Historic Stockade, which is to bring both 
pedestrians and vehicles into the neighborhood. However, linkage to the perimeter of the 
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neighborhood also necessitates the need for strategies that discourage cut through traffic.

Street Typology: Slow down traffic - materials cobblestone and Brick or stone as long as 
we can have our landscaping from our stairs to the house w/a tree in front (flowering crab).
(Public Meeting Comment Cards) 
The purpose of the street typology is to establish a way to identify appropriate materials 
and plantings for public street rights-of way. The plan does not address the space between 
the house or building and the edge of the sidewalk, which is generally not part of the public 
right-of-way.

Front Street Traffic Calming
We favor the roundabout solution for Front/Church intersection. (Traffic Calming Display
Board) 
It appears that the round-about concept is the preferred solution, so will be pursued with 
the City first. If the round-about is not acceptable the other alternative will be pursued. It is 
good to have options.

Thank you for all the effort! Many ideas are excellent. Some, however, could cause
problems. Bump-outs are NOT a good idea for Front Street, for example. Yes, they would
slow traffic, but garbage trucks, moving vans, and other large trucks will have difficulty
navigating them. The services they are providing could be curtailed ... or at least made
more difficult. Please reconsider. (Public Meeting Comment Cards)
The City will require that proposed bump-outs be engineered for pedestrian and traffic 
safety. The City will not approve a bump-out that cannot be designed for both safety and 
function.
.
Emergency vehicles, large trucks must be considered on Front Street. (Traffic Calming
Display Board) 
The City will require that proposed bump-outs be engineered for pedestrian and traffic 
safety. The City will not approve a bump-out that cannot be designed for both safety and 
function.

Neighborhood Appearance and Public Art
Public Art: I propose a yearly competition for display of a sculptural installation in one of 
the neighborhood's public places. (Public Meeting Comment Cards)
The Plan’s recommendation with regard to public art will guide any future plans for public 
art installations.

I would like to see a gateway or large artistic element announcing the boundaries of the 
Stockade. This exists at the Union-Erie intersection, but it would be nice on 
Front, Washington, etc. (Sketch of a gateway over the road provided). (Public Meeting
Comment Cards).
The Plan proposes a signage improvement scheme that includes gateway signage at all
entrances to the Stockade. The boundaries of the Historic Stockade unfortunately do not 
align with the main entrance points that people would assume are the beginning of the 
Stockade (State Street and Erie Boulevard) and there have been comments regarding 
placing signage at the gateway entrance or actual Historic District boundary.
An overhead gateway element was not envisioned, though it could be considered.

The gateway sign shown on the image looks really nice and it will make a nice impression 
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when entering the neighborhood. 5/1/2019 8:17 PM (Online Survey Comments)
Thank you! The City plans to install it.

I would like more trash cans in the neighborhood. There is often trash around and even if 
I pick it up there are no cans to put it in. Bike racks at the parking lots at park entrances 
would be nice. There used to be ugly iron barriers that a bike could be attached to, but 
those have since been replaced with nice big stones, which are great but can't have bikes 
attached to them. 5/1/2019 1:30 PM (Online Survey Comments) 
The Stockade Association has installed four trash bins and could install more. Specific 
locations for bike racks will be considered as funds become available.

More receptacles are a good idea. This will reduce litter. More bike racks are a good idea. 
Albany added more bike racks a few years ago and it was a successful change that 
enhanced the City. 5/1/2019 8:17 PM (Online Survey Comments)
The Stockade Association has installed four trash bins and could install more. Specific 
locations for bike racks will be considered as funds become available.

In terms of trash cans ... YES. I cannot stress this enough. I really love the idea of adding 
trash bins. It is upsetting to see trash thrown about and I do believe that it will make a 
difference with that. 5/1/20199:41 AM (Online Survey Comments) 
The Stockade Association will certainly consider adding more trash bins. 

I would prefer that permanent art not be installed in the Stockade. It would not add to the 
historic quality of the neighborhood. Selection would be controversial and who would be 
the arbiter? See Liberty Park and the installation of three vertical girders! And who would 
maintain it? Maintenance is a major problem in Schenectady 4/26/2019 12:03 PM (Online 
Survey Comments) 
Permanent art would require considerable review by our community. Temporary displays 
may be more appropriate in many cases. 

Stockade Streetscape Plan should be explicitly trying to reduce or limit as much as 
possible, rather than support or encourage, increased visual clutter, obstructions, and 
distractions. May 4, 2019 at 4:31:57 PM EDT (Online Survey Comments)
The Plan certainly does not support nor encourage increased visual clutter, obstructions 
or distractions.  While the City dictates the use and location of traffic regulating signs, as a 
community we will work with the City to reduce sign clutter through more uniform looking 
and placed signs and surveying existing signs and removing any unnecessary signs.  In 
addition, the Stockade Association has already installed four trash bins in the 
neighborhood. The Plan calls for a uniform trash bin (and street furniture) design theme 
which the Association will use at future trash bin locations. 

The Stockade streetscape does not need and will not be enhanced by covering “empty” 
spaces, such and traffic control and utility boxes, with "public art.” [e.g., an example at 
Church and State Streets:] May 4, 2019 at 4:31:57 PM EDT (Online Survey Comments)
The suggested recommendation of painting utility boxes as art has been removed from 
the Plan.
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Painted utility boxes: Sounds like a nice idea, but not good in practice. Nobody notices 
utility boxes under normal circumstances. But decorate/paint them, and they suddenly 
stick out like sore thumb (drawing attention to themselves). I speak from experience... the 
Downtown Schenectady painted boxes look like clutter not that they've got art on them. 
(Public Meeting Comment Cards)
This specific recommendation has been removed from the Plan.

Proper maintenance of wrought iron. (Public Meeting Comment Cards) 
We encourage all propriety owners to properly maintain all materials visible to the public, 
including wrought iron. The public right-of-way is the focus of this Plan. Most wrought iron 
is not within the public right-of-way. A financial assistance program could be established.

Brick in road is unnecessary. (Traffic Calming Display Board) 
While brick may be unnecessary in roadways, use of brick is one of several material 
options that can be used to simultaneously beautify the street system, delineate 
pedestrian crossings and slow vehicles. However, if brick is to be used, it should be used 
strategically, at only appropriate locations.

Too much signage. (Traffic Calming Display Board) 
The City is alone responsible for the use and location of traffic regulating signs. As a 
community we can work with the City to reduce the cluttered look through more uniform
looking and placed signs and surveying existing signs and removing any unnecessary 
signs.

SA should ask that DSIC remove Stockade banners that are not actually serving a useful 
informational purpose at an entryway corner of the actual Stockade. Right now, they are 
too much of a good thing. [e.g., 12 in sight on block of Union Street] May 4, 2019 at 
4:31:57 PM EDT (Online Survey Comments)
The display of banners identifying the significance of special neighborhoods is common 
throughout this country and others. This comment is duly recognized, noting that the 
majority of Stockade residents have expressed pride in the banners, which identify our 
neighborhood as New York’s first established historic district.

No Stockade Streetscape Plan should be complete without a protest, and a strategy, 
concerning the increased density and ugliness of the utility wires that plague our skyward 
vision. Several suggestions are made. May 4, 2019 at 4:31:57 PM EDT (Online Survey 
Comments)
The Streetscape Committee, the Association Board and the Association’s consultants 
have publicly recognized the desire to place all utility lines underground and discussed 
alternatives. The issue has been determined to be prohibitively expensive and 
complicated. (Dealing with simple underground gas line upgrades, at no direct cost to 
property owners, has disrupted the Stockade for months.)

I Do not like the idea of mosaics, sculptures and wall art in the Stockade proper, as it 
clashes with the pre-industrial character of the neighborhood. Maybe if there is a strong 
desire to support local artists in this way, Riverside Park, John Street, or the area by the 
tracks, on the outer sections of the Stockade, could be a place for such displays. 5/1/2019 
8:17 PM (Online Survey Comments) 
This is a suggestion that would require much further consideration regarding appropriate 
locations and designs using the recommendations in the Plan. Any art, if and when 
considered, must be determined to complement the historic character of the Stockade.
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Bikes, Parking and General Comments
Albany added bike lines to some streets, and it worsened congestion problems. By 
adding to the congestion problem, these changes will bring unintended consequences 
and have an adverse effect on safety and overall livability. 5/1/2019 8:17 PM (Online 
Survey Comments)
The bike lanes and bike routes identified in the Plan merely reflect the City of 
Schenectady Bike Infrastructure Plan, adopted in 2017.

Identify additional off-street parking so we can work on a plan in securing permission for 
usage of such spaces. (Public Meeting Comment Cards) 
A rough analysis of off-street parking spaces potentially available for shared-parking was 
undertaken for this Plan, but outreach to property owners was not undertaken. The 
Stockade Association Comprehensive Streetscape Plan Committee has suggested 
advancing discussions regarding shared off-street parking with the City and certain 
Stockade parking lot owners.

Parking has always been an issue in the neighborhood. Anything to increase parking 
would be great. 5/1/2019 1:30 PM (Online Survey Comments) 
Parking will always be a concern in the Stockade. The Association may want to explore 
creative public/private partnerships that could ease the parking situation. (See response 
above.)

I am concerned about parking, and I support the Consultant Team's recommendation to 
paint parking spaces. I think part of the problem now is that people park anywhere and 
that we aren't utilizing the space to maximum effectiveness. I am interested in creating 
additional parking, if it can be done. Since I am on a "gateway" street, I do like the 
proposed signage to get to the park. I also think that the end of North Street near the 
parking lot could use a bike rack. I think North Street could use a "Dead End" sign as well, 
since I have noticed a lot of people getting stuck in the parking lot when they don't mean 
to. 5/1/20199:41 AM (Online Survey Comments) 
Adding additional parking lines will be pursued once the Plan is adopted. The Association 
can determine the location for bike racks and signs once the plan is in place.

With any changes in the neighborhood, a few things need to be remembered...
Construction can be disruptive in a neighborhood this small and congested. In a small 
and congested neighborhood with historic preservation issues, construction projects can 
take longer than expected, be more expensive and produce lingering disruptions. Lack of 
parking is a real problem even in good times. When streets are cut off to parking due to 
construction, this is disruptive to Stockade neighborhoods. These things should be 
considered before embarking on overly ambitious changes. Err on the side of caution. 
The Stockade is already a beautiful, safe, walkable neighborhood. Before making 
changes consider the effects and disruptions that may be caused by construction 
projects. 5/1/2019 8:17 PM (Online Survey Comments) 
Construction in most cases is usually inconvenient, but necessary. In any neighborhood 
gas lines need upgrading, sewer lines need repairs and resizing and sidewalks and 
streets need improvements. The Stockade will continue to try to make disruptions as 
bearable as possible. 

I really love the streetscape plan. I think that it makes so much more sense to add more 
historical touches to the neighborhood while adapting to modern needs. I think that the 
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plan does a really great job of blending these things together. I really love the idea of 
keeping and maintaining the trees, adding more greenery to the neighborhood. I think that 
as it stands now, there is too much concrete in a historic neighborhood. Adding more 
lawn and landscaping, and using more historic materials like brick, river stones and 
pavers, will really enhance the beauty and add to the historic charm of the neighborhood. 
5/1/20199:41 AM (Online Survey Comments) 
Thank you! This has truly been a community-wide effort and it shows in the results.
Thanks for all the hard work! Name, address, and phone number provided (North Street). 
5/1/2019 9:41 AM (Online Survey Comments) 
Thank you for your comment and support.

Outstanding work! Thank you all for your hard work, I can't wait to see my 
neighborhood be treated as it should be. Let's do this! 4/24/2019 9:24 PM (Online Survey 
Comments)
Thank you!

No questions. Terrific document. Thank you! 4/24/2019 2:08 PM (Online Survey 
Comments)
Thank you for your support!

Many thanks to all the neighbors of the Stockade who took the time to help 
develop this Stockade Comprehensive Streetscape Plan. With the Neighborhood 
design vision, principles and standards established from this community effort, the 
Stockade now has the blueprint for moving forward to make a beautiful, walkable 
historic neighborhood even more beautiful and walkable.  
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